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ABSTRACT
Six Sigma is a management tool that is focused on quality control by exploring the overall work operating system that has the aim of eliminating production defects, maximum work results, best service, process without maintenance and time efficiency to minimize costs. Six Sigma is comprehensive, which means strategies, disciplines, and tools to achieve and support the success of the business and its operations. Six Sigma is called a strategy because it is focused on increasing customer satisfaction, called a discipline because it follows the formal model, namely DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control). Six Sigma is widely proven in practice and research shows high success in its application in various corporate organizations, hospitals, education, factories, airlines and universities. Universities need to contribute in improving the quality of lecturers and students in producing excellent quality performance. Each individual student and lecturer is required to produce excellent quality in serving his work, both on campus, work units and the community. One method used to provide solutions to improve organizational internal process standards that aims to minimize mismatches in work processes and results is the Six Sigma method. Six Sigma training activities by Six Sigma certified trainers are conducted at the Bina Tunggal Bekasi STT community which is a tertiary institution ranked and under the Mercu Buana University. Incidentally, the two institutions have a partnership that has been fostered so far.
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INTRODUCTION
Six Sigma is a management tool that is focused on quality control by exploring the overall work operating system that has the aim of eliminating production defects, maximum work results, best service, efficient processes and optimal time. Six Sigma is comprehensive, which means strategies, disciplines, and tools to achieve and support the success of the business and its operations. Six Sigma is called a strategy because it is focused on increasing customer satisfaction, called a discipline because it follows the formal model, namely DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control). Six Sigma is widely proven in practice and research shows high success in its application in various corporate organizations, hospitals, education, factories, airlines and universities. Universities need to contribute in improving the quality of lecturers and students in producing excellent quality performance. Each individual student and lecturer is required to produce excellent quality in serving his work, both on campus, work units and the community. One method used to provide solutions to improve organizational internal process standards that aims to minimize mismatches in work processes and results is the Six Sigma method. Six Sigma training activities by Six Sigma certified trainers are conducted at the Bina Tunggal Bekasi STT community which is a tertiary institution ranked and under the Mercu Buana University. Incidentally, the two institutions have a partnership that has been fostered so far.

Situation analysis shows that training needs to be done in providing knowledge and understanding in six sigma and its benefits. The training aims to have participants understand the substance of how to apply six sigma to their work units.

Based on field observations and preliminary survey, it formulated the problem of how to formulate a six sigma training method so as to provide an understanding and knowledge in the implement it so as to produce output (output) work to have excellent quality.
METHODS
The priority targets of the target audience are researchers, lecturers, students and outside participants around the Bina Tun gal College of Technology and Mercu Buana University. This activity is packaged simply, expected to be interesting and enthusiastically followed by researchers and lecturers.

The types of activities that will be carried out effectively are as follows:
1. Varied Lectures and Discussion Questions and Answers
   This method was chosen to convey the basic concepts in increasing knowledge, skills and impact to understand how to understand Six Sigma and its application. Use of this method with the consideration that the lecture method combined with audio and video can provide material that is relatively easy to understand, compact, fast and easy with speakers who have a Six Sigma certificate.
2. Training and Discussion of Questions and Answers
   This Six Sigma training will provide a special forum for discussion and question and answer.
3. Practice and Practice
   This method is used to provide an opportunity for each participant to conduct a quality condition analysis and six sigma practice simulation.

DISCUSSION AND RESULT
The six sigma project aimed to improve the use and reliability of self-issue and in doing so number of resolutions were prescribed based on the facts which emerged through the six sigma process. Six sigma was valuable in that it focused attention on what the problem was instead of assumptions about what the problem might be. In this way time and resources were aimed at fixing what was actually wrong instead of being used randomly. The charter outlined the fundamental problem and the aim of the project and provided a framework in which to work.

This way everyone was clear about what they were working towards, and because the project time was short, it meant costs in terms of staff time and resources were kept low. The process of six sigma is very structured with its series of phases and the tools applied throughout the process. This meant that the team concentrated on the specific task at each given stage and did not get misled by additional data which may have had nothing to do with the task at hand.

The process built on a TQ ethos in the university and there was a commitment both from STT Bina Tun gal to tackle the problem. Had the project indicated that it was not possible to increase self-issue levels then at least the STT Bina Tun gal would have known that it had done all that it could.

The six sigma project suggested a formal fault reporting system be put in place for STT Bina Tun gal to control the length of time a unit was out of order. It would also help to reduce the number of times faults occurred lecturer would be able to analyse faults from the log report and determine if work needed to be carried out on the units before it became a major problem. together the key people who were able to help tackle the problem. STT Bina Tun gal benefited
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